ABSTRACT:

Literature is one of the visual arts like harmony than depiction. Literature is purely of personal experience. Literature in the English that were produced in India are considered to be the Indian English literature. Some of the other Indian English writers like K.N.Daruwala, Tagore, AmitavGosh, etc.; have written so many works in their own way of writing. Nissim Ezekiel, the poet of ‘The Patriot’ have said about the cultural and traditional transformation occurred in the Indian society. NissimEzekiel wrote this poem in a satirical and mocking manner. His famous works are, “The discovery of India, Time to change, sixty poems, etc...”
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INTRODUCTION

Nissim Ezekiel was poet, critic, and play writer. He was born on Bombay than community was a Jewish. After the work Advertising copywriter and general manager of Frame company. The poet inspire the English friend said that you write in English well but you don’t seem to even know or realize that thousands of Indian speaks what can only be called Indian English. His famous work “Time to work, the unfinished man, Hymns in darkness, the exact name, etc.” ..., he was many Awards for “Padimashri, Sahitya Academy”

PATRIOTISM:

The poet was achieving freedom from British is throw back the poem. This poem dealing
with the non-violence because of today world total change than fighting his mention that peace full world that lead of life. This paper deal with the “patriot” now days fashion was a change than modernization. Than human being not unity that patriot mention him. This paper deal within two conflict ways; The satire, The mockery Because of poet colloquial language Indian to convey a very serious and patriotic meaning to the readers. Now days all people interest the modern world and going on fashion than foreign things. The paper two aspects embarrassing and unlearned the English language. Patriotic his aspects but we cannot help but admire the view. The title of his paper cultural that meaning fashion is change of the world the seams dislikes verity of patriotism move to express strong Indian patriotism and reaction of non-Indian.

“Why all people of world

Are not following mahatma

Gandhi”

The author Indiannewspaper written in English improve that but sense of fierce Indian patriotism is undercut.

INDIAN LIVING CONDITIONS:

The process of modernization with “fashion and foreign” things. Industrialization many products speeded change anti-social tendencies to be menace. The food,things,dressing scenes, all kinds of changes today conditions, the Nazism says portrayal to other states following there but own internship has all people forget it.

Today the positive aspects Reconstruction, Compensation, Conflict way out the present muddle. The varies of patriotism one can observer than tension conflict.

Indian wisdom has a interlocutor the drink “lassi” and proclaims that it is better than “wine” which is disusting he want to have a cup of wine which is very good for digestion. The western wine if only a little salt added to a lovely drink. For his part would turn a simple drinks like “LASSI”.

You want one glass lassi

Very good for digestion

With little salt lovely drink.

THE WORLD SITUATION TODAY:

The present conditions all the world speak of a bad trend that misgives about the patriotism of such other countries as Pakistan and china non patriotic idea that “ALL MEN ARE BROTHER” the kinds of patriotism one can observe than tension and conflict such patriotism can cause.

BE PATIENTLY, BROTHERS AND SISTERS
This paper deals with the express of cultural open-mindedness that is not common extreme patriots;

STILL YOU TOLERATE ME,

I TOLERATE YOU,

Unity in diversity the new days rooted in Indian cultural beliefs one day co-exist with the others described Ram, Rajya implies an openness to contact with person of all cultures visitor and expects him to come again.

CONCLUSION:

From this poem we could able to understand why patriotism is necessary for every human being. God created the wonderful earth for us, so we should utilize and lead a happy and non-violence life. This is the theme conveyed in this poem, patriot.
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